Director of Product
About us
●

Enduvo is an intuitive and immersive content authoring and distribution platform that
improves the speed, comprehension, and application of information to enable greater
understanding and faster growth.

● Every day, we transform the world through a fearless pursuit of what’s possible. We defy
convention and are powering a movement against mediocrity. We enable thought leaders
and their beneficiaries to thrive together.

● Enduvo is an immersive medium creating the possibility for complete transformation of
those who tap into its potential. It’s where opportunity and growth are available to
anyone with the aptitude and ambition to make an impact.

● Our no-code, intuitive AR/VR content authoring and delivery platform rapidly transforms
all subject matter experts into masterful, experiential instructors.

● We allow anyone to quickly create, share, and experience powerful immersive training,
anywhere. Interactive, immersive content is instantly shared and accessed anytime,
anywhere in VR headsets or on PCs, laptops, or tablets.
● We work with the main industries: Military, Health, Industrial, and Education.
Some important clients are the US Airforce, Boeing, The NIH (National Institute of Health),
and OSF Healthcare

Would love to have you join us for the ride!
Watch us in Action!
●

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6ZHxC6I2ZA&ab_channel=Enduvo

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNfRHgW_Sk8&ab_channel=Enduvo
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Your position at Enduvo:
The Director of Product is responsible for ensuring that the product vision is realized through
excellence in execution. They report to the CXO and have responsibility for the development of
the product strategy, management of the product roadmap, and ultimate responsibility for the
success of the Enduvo platform.
Our ideal candidate is someone who desires to get things done – someone who is persistent and
articulate and who enjoys working in an ever-evolving environment. They know how to build and
inspire teams. They have a backbone and are willing, even eager, to be held accountable for their
teams’ progress and deliverables. They are driven and excited to be on the ground floor of
something that will be huge.

Your contribution:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Partnering with the CXO and the CEO to define and build a world-class product team,
realizing that their specific day-to-day tasks will evolve as the organization grows
Driving the vision and strategy for our global platform
Leading product development efforts for Enduvo across multiple systems (desktop
applications and web platforms) leveraging Unity/Unreal, iOS, Android, and various cloud
platform services
Drive experimentation to increase organic traffic, new users, and business growth
Managing teams by providing guidance and feedback, enforcing accountability, and
coaching the team’s performance
Overseeing the development, testing, documentation, release, and feedback of full-stack,
end-to-end features of our product
Collaborating with customers, sales, marketing, and leadership to develop enhancements
to the entire product pipeline
Collaborating with strategic technology partners to define product requirements
Engaging in the expansion of our IP portfolio by participating in our patent development
process

What you’ll bring to the team:
●
●
●
●

●

Excellent leadership, collaboration and consensus-building skills
Desire to coach and mentor a product team
Obsessed with understanding users, our products, and the competitive landscape to help
our product team to focus on what matters most.
You are the knowledge base and single source of truth for the product which you and
your product team are working on. With a deep understanding of the product, you are
confident to evangelize it to our users, break it down to your product team, get buy-in
from our stakeholders, and drive its impact to a new level.
You have a track record of success with PLG bottoms-up strategies and demonstrated
success executing these strategies by identifying, defining, prioritizing, and launching
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●

●
●
●

products that make a difference and create business value. You own your decisions and
the outcomes you create.
You are not just looking for a product manager job to grow your career. You want to be a
part of our company and make an impact on our products, our users, and the way people
communicate and learn.
Ability to execute in AGILE environments and balance competing priorities within a
performance-driven culture
Expertise in building self-onboarding platforms that provide user-generated content with
demonstrated growth
Experience building user-centric communication and collaboration products that foster
high user engagement

Your qualifications:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bachelor’s degree in Engineering, Computer Science, or a related discipline
Previous founder/co-founder or early startup experience and demonstrated ability to
build and grow a development team to scale
5 years of relevant experience in advanced technology management as a product and
software leader building teams and leading organizations through product management,
delivery, and commercialization, on time and budget
You’re evidence-driven and make decisions in an honest, transparent, and consistent way
- taking pride in making the complex simple
A growth mindset - you are honest about the unknown, you are humble to learn, you
embrace challenges, welcome feedback, and believe you and others can always grow
Energized by diversity and thinking outside of normal conventions
Comfortable with owning outcomes and driving your work and super passionate about
the user and their pivotal role to play in shaping our product offering
A strong communicator and presenter both written and verbally
Proven track record of product development, including shipping one or more products on
large code bases that span a range of platforms and tools
Experience with API integrations for large-scale, social platforms

Bonus points:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Experience in additional fields such as programming, computer vision, OS, and game
development
Experience with AR Applications, SDK development, and Integration with cloud services
Knowledge of Oculus Go/Rift/Quest, VIVE, and/or SteamVR platforms
Broad understanding of software and cloud architecture, large deployment, availability,
performance, and security SLAs
Experience with JIRA
Location: Remote with the ability to travel to Chicago (corporate) and to customer
meetings.

Why join us?
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Besides transforming the world through a fearless pursuit of what's possible, we also offer:
Remote positions - great balance with your personal life!
Unlimited vacation that we encourage you to take
Great family-friendly medical, dental, and vision insurance plans
An open and transparent culture that supports ownership and growth
Meaningful employee equity packages plus life insurance

Interested in this challenge? Apply via: work@enduvo.com

Note:
-We are interested in every qualified candidate who is eligible to work in the United States. However, we are not able to sponsor visas
at this time.
-Enduvo is an Equal employment opportunity and Affirmative Action employer.
-We value diversity and are committed to providing an environment of mutual respect.
-Qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, religion, color, national origin, age, sex (including
pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions), medical history or condition, gender identity and/or expression, sexual orientation,
marital status, veteran status, status as an individual with a disability, or any other status protected under federal, state or local law.
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